
WHAT YOU ARE ABOUT TO EXPERIENCE!

Much of this analysis may or may not make sense.  Certainly the English does, but 

because it is tied to my tools and technology.  And yet, there will be some head 

scratchers in here.  I chose long ago that clients generally do better getting the 

entire analysis upfront, and then we can begin "unpeeling the onion" vs. going at a 

pace that is "comfortable" for you.

However, that is not always comfortable for everyone.  They can find it 

overwhelming.  Think of this like a college course:  when you get the syllabus and 

content at the beginning, you are not expected to understand it all. 

Heck, most people who get an "A" at the end of their course don't yet understand it 

all!

That means some of this will be very revealing and have instant value for you.

Some of this will be of no sense or value at all until it is explained.

And as a consequence, some of it might even irritate or anger you.  I am generally 

aware of those anger points and will be tender, and still, I don't hold back the 

observation in the analysis.

Read this several times… begin to absorb and process it…  CALL ME or write me 

at ANY TIME you wish to ask something or challenge something.  That is what I 

am here for.

Make sense?

Here are the analytical codes:

Color codes/ note system:

Green font - just me.

Green highlight/ stars = +

The Analysis Process and Accompanying Codes & Colors
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Green highlight/ stars = +

Yellow/ arrow = examine

Red/ pink = stop light!  change immediately! 

Florescent = intensifier   examine can be intense, too 

(very occasionally you will see orange highlight... That is just used to ensure that 

we MUST cover this in our next session.)

Pay strict attention to these color codes and symbols! 

It is crucial that you understand the impact and weight and intensity of this 

analysis process. Green is crucial because we always want to take the positive and 

reward it and own it and try to create more of it!

Yellow is very crucial to the analytical process! "Examine" means just that: 

what does this word or sentence mean? o

Is it positive or negative? o

Is it old or new software? o

What is the intention that is happening? o

Are you in cause or effect?  o

Are you too focused on the "data" of the moment?  o

There are ANY NUMBER of possibilities to ponder!o

Literally, take plenty of time....meditate....think....feel....what is going on here?

Red or "stoplight" color rounds out what is happening. This coding means you must 

stop this immediately. And, what about it should you stop?  

The word/ sentence itself?  o

The emotions of it?  o

The underlying meaning or software or embedded command? o

Stop what? o

And, I might indicate what you should "start" doing - even what that "something" 

might be instead with green font writing… Or, just left as a stoplight code, that 

means… You should figure out what is challenging or negative or "less-than" about 

this word, phrase, or complete paragraph… And what would the new, powerful, 

potentialized YOU write/think/feel/believe instead?!
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Last, you will see any number of shorthand symbols/ language.  You will get what 

those mean from your "Journaling Instructions" and Part I/ II homework.   Then, if 

you get that LOA = Law of Attraction or FwH = failure with honor, and you don't 

know what that means - write/ call/ hold it until our next time.

This is YOUR EXPERIENCE!  It is intense. It is detailed. It is elegantly simple and 

overly complicated at the same time. It will accelerate and lift your life and 

"software." You have to commit to the process. You can't be frustrated by any 

perceived shortcomings - yours or mine. 

Huge note: as you begin to process this entire package.  It is like drinking 

from a fire hose, there is A LOT here.  I get that.  You are not supposed to 

answer every question, complete every puzzle and challenge presented, nor 

nearly understand all of this.  In many ways this is almost the textbook for 

an entire year program!

Prioritize what you are learning, what is of value to you, what the challenges 

are, and things that you don't understand.  We will cover all of this in due 

time.  Next session is only 90 minutes.  It is the "second class" in your 

"college curriculum" with me.  Be patient with yourself in the process.  

Always ask questions about what you don't understand.  Any frustrations 

that you are experiencing, bring that to me! 

FOLLOW MY INSTRUCTIONS.

Let's rock this thing, okay?!
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